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In Quest of Musical Vectors

Dmitri Tymoczko1

Ordinary music talk features a number of terms that refer to points in2

a space of musical possibilities; these include “note,” “chord,” and “chord3

type.” Others, like “interval,” “chord progression” and “voice leading,” pick4

out something more like vectors, or ways of getting from one point to an-5

other. Understanding these vectors has been a central preoccupation of6

contemporary music theory, both in the earlier tradition known as “trans-7

formational theory” and in a more recent body of work concerned with8

voice leading and geometry. Yet much about the subject remains obscure9

or controversial. In what follows I will therefore revisit the topic of musical10

vectors, touching on their analytical value, their mathematical roots, and11

their role in enabling a genuine geometry of musical chords.12

My primary goal is to advocate for the importance of voice leadings,13

conceived informally as “ways of moving the notes of one chord to those14

of another” and formalized as collections of paths in pitch class space—or15

collections of real numbers attached to unordered chords. Voice leadings in16

this sense are ubiquitous in traditional pedagogy, compositional shop talk,17

and analytical discourse; they also correspond closely to what geometers18

would call vectors or classes of paths in the orbifolds representing all possi-19

ble sonorities. Thus I will essentially be arguing that mathematical vectors20

are useful music-theoretical tools.21

1. Voice Leading and Vector22

The simplest place to start is with pitches and their intervals, objects such23

as “the ascending major third from middle C to the E above.” We can con-24

struct a space where the musician’s pitches correspond to the mathemati-25

cian’s points and the musician’s intervals correspond to the mathematician’s26

vectors (Figure 1). This space, which mathematicians call “one-dimensional27

real a�ne space,” is unusual insofar as intervals and points are fundamen-28
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Fig. 1. Intervals are vectors in the one-dimensional space of pitches. Di↵erent scales
impose di↵erent metrics, with C–E the same length as D–F] according to the chromatic
scale (a), and D–F according to the diatonic (b).

tally equivalent: given any starting pitch, we can compute the interval from29

the destination pitch or the destination pitch from the interval. (Mathe-30

maticians would say the space of intervals is isomorphic to the space of31

pitches.) This means we can label intervals either with pairs of points such32

as (C4, E4) or with a starting point plus distance-and-direction such as33

(C4, +4). If we consider all possible microtones, and not just the notes on34

the piano keyboard, then both intervals and pitches can be represented by35

real numbers.36

In this one-dimensional pitch space there are just two directions, repre-37

sented mathematically by the positive and negative numbers and musically38

by ascending and descending motion. Distance is more subtle. It turns out39

that musical scales correspond closely to what mathematicians call metrics40

(distance measures): musicians typically measure distance in terms of “scale41

steps,” so that the distance from E to G can be represented variously as 342

steps along the chromatic scale, 2 steps along the C diatonic scale, one step43

along the C pentatonic scale, and so forth. Such metrics in turn underwrite44

the operation of “transposition” (called “translation” by mathematicians)45

which moves musical patterns by a fixed distance, turning C–E into D–F]46

when we are measuring chromatically, or D–F when we measure along the47

white notes (Figure 1 again). Measuring along a scale does not necessarily48

confine us to the scale’s notes, as it is perfectly reasonable to say that D49

quarter-tone flat is one and a half semitones above C, or that D] is one and50
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a half diatonic steps above C. Any set of pitches defines a metric in this51

way.52

Now one of the most fundamental music-theoretical acts is to ignore53

octaves, speaking about “C in general” rather than a specific pitch such54

as “middle C.” Musicians call these “pitch classes” rather than pitches,55

representing them as points on a circle (Figure 2). This ignoring of octaves56

breaks the symmetry between pitches and intervals, reducing the space of57

points while leaving the space of vectors untouched: for every C we can58

move to E either by an ascending major third, a descending minor sixth,59

or either of these motions plus any number of octaves. Insofar as we find60

it useful to represent the direction and size of the motion (and we should,61

since composers generally favor small motions), then we can no longer label62

intervals with pairs of points such as (C, E); instead, we need to label63

intervals using two very di↵erent objects, one a point on the circle, the64

other a real number or point on the line. Given a starting note and an65

interval we can calculate the destination pitch-class, but we can no longer66

compute a unique interval from a pair of points, since there are many paths67

between points on the circle.
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Fig. 2. When we ignore octaves, linear pitch space becomes circular pitch-class space.
Now the space of intervals can be modeled using the “tangent space,” represented as a
line attached to circle.

68

This situation is very familiar to mathematicians, who say that vectors69

are located in the tangent space of the circle—visualized as a line attached70

to the circle at every point (Figure 2). The thought is that we should71
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not, in general, expect that there will be an isomorphism between points-72

in-a-space and vectors-between-points, precisely because a space can have73

global features not reflected by the structure of its vectors: in this case, that74

moving one octave returns you to your starting point.a The mathematical75

concept of a tangent space, which attaches a copy of the real numbers to76

every point on the circle, is thus tailor-made for capturing such truisms as77

“the main motive of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony involves G, in whatever78

octave, moving down to E[ by four semitones (but not up by 8 semitones).”79

In A Geometry of Music (AGOM) I called these objects “paths in pitch class80

space” and noted that they can be represented as (classes of) paths on the81

pitch-class circle—but they are probably more familiar to mathematicians82

as vectors in the tangent space.b83

We can now define a voice leading as an unordered collection of paths84

in pitch-class space. For instance, the voice leading {(C, 0), (E, +1), (G,85

+2)}, holds C constant (0 motion), moves E up by semitone (+1), and G86

up by two semitones (+2). Alternatively, and perhaps more intuitively, we87

can record the fact that {C, E, G} is a musical object—a chord, represented88

by a point in our musical space—while (0, 1, 2) is a vector by writing (C,89

E, G)
0,1,2

���!(C, F, A), which we can simplify to (C, E, G)!(C, F, A) when90

all the pitches move by the shortest possible paths to their destination.c91

Note that the ordering of C, E, and G is arbitrary and that the second92

chord is redundant, since we can calculate destinations from starting pitch-93

classes and paths; nevertheless, the redundancy makes for easier reading.94

These voice leadings are quanta of musical motion, combining a starting95

point with a set of directions for moving its notes. Mathematically, they96

are vectors in higher-dimensional tangent spaces belonging to geometrical97

objects known as orbifolds. We will return to this point in Section 4.98

To transpose a voice leading we simply transpose its pitch classes while99

leaving the paths unchanged.d When we confine ourselves to paths in pitch-100

class space (one-voice voice leadings), there is a unique way to transpose101

from point to point; this means we can say that (G, +4) represents the102

aHere I am considering vectors to lie “between” points in the space, a conception that is
available only in the simplest geometrical situations; happily, however, musical geometries
are often of this kind.
bSee AGOM, §2.2. The ideas in this section are explored in detail in that book. [11]
cThat is, paths greater than �6 and less than or equal to 6 (with the convention being
that tritones ascend).
dGeometers refer to transposition as “translation”; voice leadings can also be reflected
or inverted (AGOM, Chapter 2).
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same vector as (E, +4), known to musicians as “the ascending major third.”103

When we consider chords with multiple notes we encounter problems: for104

example, we can transpose (C, F])!(D[, F) either up by three semitones105

to (E[, A)!(E, G]) or down by three semitones to (A, E[)!(B[, D). That106

is, we can move the voice leading from {C, F]} to {A, E[} along two dif-107

ferent paths to obtain two di↵erent results, with neither being primary or108

paramount. This means that we cannot expect to find a single unique rep-109

resentative of each and every voice leading located at each and every chord;110

instead, we should think of voice leadings as “local” objects attached to111

particular chords. This situation is again familiar to mathematicians, who112

usually consider vectors to be located at points rather than defined through-113

out a space.114

Scales play a double role in this theory, serving both as metrics in pitch-115

or pitch-class space while also participating in voice leadings themselves.116

This is because modulation involves voice leading at the level of the scale:117

when a piece moves from the key of C major to the key of G major the118

underlying scale shifts by a single semitone from F to F]—the smallest pos-119

sible voice leading between diatonic collections. Composers from Debussy120

and Stravinsky to Reich and Adams have generalized this aspect of clas-121

sical modulatory practice, deploying a wide range of scalar voice leadings122

between a host of diatonic and nondiatonic scales, sometimes moving by123

short distances, sometimes jumping suddenly between more distantly re-124

lated scales.e One of the attractions of the theory of voice leading is that125

it subsumes these techniques within the same framework used to relate126

chords, allowing us to explore a wide range of practices, from 19th-century127

chromaticism to 20th-century tonality, with the same analytical tools.128

Now for a word of warning: these ideas, despite their roots in ordinary129

musical and mathematical discourse, represent a departure from current130

theoretical orthodoxy. For a long and well-established tradition, dating at131

least to Milton Babbitt, models pitch-class intervals using pairs of points,132

thus leaving theorists unable to distinguish “C moving up by four semi-133

tones to E” from “C moving down by eight semitones to E.” The moti-134

vations for this approach are complex, but one important factor is that135

Babbitt, like many other founders of American music theory, composed136

twelve-tone music, a style unprecedented in its radical approach to octave137

equivalence (Figure 3). Another likely factor was Babbitt’s desire to identify138

similarities between the worlds of pitch and rhythm, two domains that seem139

eSee Chapters 4 and 9 of AGOM.
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Fig. 3. Two forms of the row in Schoenberg’s Suite for Piano, Op. 25. They are re-
lated by a relatively extreme form of octave displacement, with individual notes moving
independently.

closer when we identify intervals with pairs of points.f These motivations140

came together forcefully in the work of Babbitt’s student David Lewin, who141

proposed “pairs of points” as a generalized framework for thinking about142

musical vectors in a broad but unspecified range of contexts. (A Lewinian143

“transformation,” or “generalized interval” is essentially a list of pairs of144

points in some musical space.g) Lewin’s approach is echoed by virtually145

every textbook of 20th-century music theory, which together o↵er students146

no way to formulate the simple thought that “G, in any octave, moves147

downward four semitones to E[.”h148

The theory of voice leading proposes two departures from this tradi-149

tion. On the technical level it o↵ers a more general approach to musical150

vectors, going beyond “pairs of points” to attach real numbers to pitch151

classes, thereby allowing us to capture the particular ways in which pitch152

classes move around the circle. At the same time it is more concrete in153

its aesthetic aspirations, emphasizing a specific class of musical vectors154

rather than a more general and nonspecific “transformational attitude.”155

Thus where transformational theorists often gravitate toward ad hoc or one-156

o↵ collections of musical vectors tailored to specific pieces or even particular157

passages of music, I instead focus on a single class of musical transforma-158

tions, voice leadings, that plays a central role from the middle ages to the159

present. Thus I am proposing a tool rather than a framework, an algorithm160

rather than an entire computer language. One barrier to understanding this161

approach, perhaps, is its combination of increased mathematical general-162

ity (moving beyond pairs-of-points and embracing the tangent space) with163

more narrowly tailored analytic goals.164

f If we model pitch-class intervals using pairs of points, then they will be isomorphic to
the intervals connecting “time points” (or positions in a measure). By contrast, if we
use paths in pitch-class space, then the negative paths are not available in the rhythmic
domain, as they move backwards in time.
gAt times, Lewin restricts these lists in various ways: sometimes he requires that every
pair of points appears exactly once on some list, at others, he requires that each point
in the space appears as the first element of exactly one pair, and so on [5].
hSee [6, 10] among many other references.
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2. Counting Voice Leadings165

Virtually anything that can be defined can be counted, and voice lead-166

ings are no exception. Happily, there is an alternative to the tedious busi-167

ness of tallying them up one-by-one: if we have a substantial collection of168

computer-readable musical scores, and if those scores have been su�ciently169

annotated—so that the computer knows the chord and key at every point170

in time—then it is possible to extract voice leadings automatically. Figure 4171

shows the first two bars of the first Bach chorale in the Riemenschneider172

collection, a sample annotation identifying chords and keys in the “roman-173

text” format, and the voice leadings automatically extracted from this data.174

These are transposed to the key of C so that the tonic note is labeled 0.

(a)

Time Signature: 3/4

m0 b3 G: I

m1 b2 IV6 b3 V6

m2 I b2 V b3 vi

(b)

I → I ((0, 0), (4, 0), (7, 0), (0, 12))

I → IV6 ((0, 0), (4, 1), (7, 2), (0, –3))

IV6 → V6 ((0, 7), (5, –3), (9, –2), (9, 2))

V6 → I ((2, –2), (7, –3), (7, 0), (11, 1))

I → V ((0, –1), (4, –2), (7, 0), (0, –5))

V → vi ((2, –2), (7, –3), (11, 1), (7, 2))

(c)

Fig. 4. The opening of the first Bach chorale in the Riemenschneider edition (a), with
chords and keys annotated in the “romantext” format (b). Such annotations permit the
computer to extract voice leadings automatically (c).

175

In the recent years, I have complied an extensive database of these an-176

notated computer-readable musical scores, currently comprising more than177

1000 pieces from Dufay to Brahms, including the entire set of Bach chorales,178

the complete Mozart piano sonatas, and many other pieces of interest. In179

generating the data, I have tried to balance breadth with depth, so that180

I could examine changing musical practices over time while also gaining181
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a detailed perspective on specific composers’ idiolects. Bach’s chorales are182

particularly useful for this purpose both because they are central to tra-183

ditional pedagogy and because they explicitly identify voices and phrases.184

(It is much harder for a computer to identify phrases and voices in a classi-185

cal piano sonata.) Furthermore, there are enough chorales to provide fairly186

detailed information about Bach’s tonal practice.187

Let me illustrate by considering a vexed topic in elementary tonal har-188

mony: does the fifth of the viio6 chord have a tendency to resolve downward189

by step? Pedagogues from Hugo Riemann to Stephen Laitz assert that it190

does.i This is intuitively plausible, since the fifth of the chord forms a tri-191

tone with the root, and since the proper resolution of this tritone is often192

taken to be a hallmark of functional tonality. Furthermore, the viio triad193

contains the third, fifth, and seventh of the V7 chord, and has sometimes194

been considered an incomplete form of that chord.j Since 4̂ almost always195

resolves to 3̂ when V7 moves to I, it would make sense if it did so when196

viio6 resolves as well.197

Absent quantitative data, theorists have little option but to engage in198

this sort of intuitive guesswork (“it would make sense if...”). But we can199

do better: in the 201 viio6!I progressions in the Bach chorales, the single200

most popular voice leading, occurring in more than 45% of the cases, is one201

in which the tritone does not resolve as advised by the textbooks. Instead,202

the three upper voices sound a complete diminished triad that moves up203

by step in contrary motion to the bass (Figure 5). More generally, voice204

leadings in which the tritone does not resolve outnumber those in which it205

does, and viio6!I progressions are more likely to feature a 4̂ that ascends206

by step than one that descends by step. This suggests that the fourth scale207

degree is substantially more autonomous in viio6 than in V7, indeed that it208

has no obligation to “resolve” at all: sometimes it moves up, sometimes it209

moves down, but this is largely in accordance with other musical needs. This210

situation contrasts strongly with the V7

!I progression, where 4̂ resolves211

downward by step more than 95% of the time.k212

Now let us turn to the V4

3

!I progression, anomalous in baroque and213

classical music by virtue of the fact that the seventh often moves upward.214

iE.g., [4, p. 237], [7, pp. 70–71], [8, p. 398].
j [7, pp. 70–72]
kNote that the tritone in viio6 is significantly more likely to resolve when it appears as
a diminished fifth rather than an augmented fourth, probably because Bach disfavors
diminished fifths moving to perfect fifths; the diminished fifth is particularly common in
the viio6 !I6 progression, one of Bach’s primary harmonizations of melodic 4̂!3̂.
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Fig. 5. The most common voice leadings of the viio6!I progression in the Bach chorales.
The tritone does not in general tend to resolve.
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Fig. 6. The prevalence of the di↵erent seventh-chord inversions in the 18th and 19th
centuries. V4

3

is the last inversion to appear.

Traditional pedagogy teaches that a chordal seventh must resolve down be-215

cause it is dissonant with the root, but this way of thinking would have216

been foreign to composers who understood harmonies relative to the low-217

est voice: to them V4

3

would be problematic because the root is dissonant218

against the bass, with its natural tone of resolution already present in the219

chord itself. Perhaps for this reason, the 4

3

chord was the last of the seventh-220

chord inversions to be adopted by Western composers, remaining rare even221

in the Baroque (Figure 6).222

So perhaps we should reverse the traditional order of explanation.223

Rather than thinking of viio6 as an incomplete form V4

3

, it might be better224
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to think of V4

3

as a descendent of viio6, one in which the fifth scale de-225

gree often acts as a kind of pedal tone (Figure 7). From this point of view,226

the anomalous behavior of 4̂ in the V4

3

!I6 progression no longer seems so227

strange; instead it continues the earlier practice in which viio6 supports an228

ascending 4̂. And in fact, when we chart the historical frequency of the229

two chords, we find V4

3

replacing viio6 between the baroque and the classi-230

cal eras (Figure 8). Quantitative exploration of voice-leading behavior can231

thus help us not just to avoid pedagogical error (misdescribing the typ-232

ical voice leading in the viio6!I progression) but also to achieve a new233

understanding of tonal harmony and its history. We see that there may be234

Fig. 7. V4

3

can be understood as a descendent of viio6, in which the root acts as a pedal
tone.
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replaces viio6 between Bach and Beethoven.
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no single answer to some of the most basic questions about tonal music235

(e.g. “what is the standard dominant chord over 2̂?”). Instead, there are236

di↵erent answers for di↵erent composers (Bach uses viio6; Beethoven uses237

V4

3

). Harmonic practice, in other words, continues to evolve from Corelli to238

Brahms.239

For a second illustration of the quantitative approach, let us consider240

the IV!I progression. A long theoretical tradition draws a strong distinc-241

tion between this ascending-fifth progression and its seeming counterpart,242

the descending V(7)

!I: according to this line of thought, the IV!I fifth-243

progression is not harmonic at all; instead, it is fundamentally a matter of244

neighboring voice-leading in which 4̂ moves down to 3̂ and 6̂ moves down245

to 5̂. This conception has its roots in Schenkerian theory, which tends to246

treat I!IV!I progressions as “merely contrapuntal.” But it also informs247

the work of Daniel Harrison, writing in a more harmonic, Riemannian vein:248

Harrison identifies “subdominantness” with the 6!5 and 4!3 motions,249

thus fusing Schenker with Riemann so as to expand the concept of the250

“subdominant” [3].251

So what do the quantitative data say? Is the IV!I progression fun-252

damentally associated with a particular voice leading? The answer is to253

my mind quite surprising: from the Renaissance through Bach, one often254

finds IV!I progressions represented by ascending voice leading in which255

scale-degree six moves up to the tonic by way of a “nonharmonic” passing256

tone (Figure 9). These “ascending subdominants” have an unmistakably257

dominant flavor, since they feature the leading tone (and often, resolving258

tritone) thought to be central to dominant function. Such quasi-dominant259

IV chords increase in frequency over the course of the 17th century, becom-260

ing particularly common in Bach (Figure 10).l261

Remarkably, this voice leading almost completely disappears in the262

decades between Bach and Mozart. Once we reach the classical style, the263

textbook “neighboring” IV!I is ascendant, while the more ambiguous,264

category-blurring “ascending subdominant” has all but disappeared.m Here265

again we see substantial changes occurring within the “common-practice266

lIndeed the ascending IV!I is just one of a number of characteristically Bach idioms
all featuring the 6̂–7̂–1̂ motion. These include the ii6!viio6 idiom, which often occurs in
eighth notes rather than quarter notes, and the IV6

!viiø7!I progression, which appears
unusually often in Bach’s works.
mIt is di�cult to provide precise numbers, since it is not yet possible to extract voice
leadings from piano textures; but I examined every IV!I progression from the classical
composers in my database and found very few of these voice leadings.
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Fig. 9. Two voice leadings for IV!I. On the left the standard “neighboring” voice
leading; on the right, the quasi-dominant “ascending IV!I.”

Fig. 10. The proportion of IV!I progressions in which 6̂ ascends to 1̂, with a separate
count of those containing 7̂ as a passing tone. These proprtions increase from Dufay to
Bach.

era,” with the tonality of Bach being importantly di↵erent from that of267

Mozart and Beethoven. Some pedagogues, faced with this diversity, may be268

tempted to chose a more limited repertoire as paradigmatic or central; and269

indeed the Schenkerian interpretation of the IV!I, now codified in many270

textbooks, represents an implicit valorization of classical Viennese practice.271

My own inclination is the opposite: to me, functional harmony is a broad272

and flexible collection of idioms which arose very gradually and which were273

customized by di↵erent composers in di↵erent ways. Rather than a mono-274

lithic structure possessing a mathematical or conceptual rigidity, it is an275

evolving tradition that resists easy generalizations. I find it natural to cel-276

ebrate and teach this diversity, presenting students with a collection of277

possibilities rather than a single set of immutable laws.278

These examples underscore the point that voice-leading is not some279
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theoretical conceit applicable to just a few passages scattered throughout280

the literature; rather, we can find voice leadings virtually anywhere we can281

identify harmonies and voices. This in turn speaks to my previous remark282

about methodological specificity. When I was a student, I often felt that283

music theory avoided questions about how its transformations could have284

been embodied in composer or listener cognition. It sometimes seemed as285

if theorists thought it was su�cient merely to identify some complicated286

musical pattern, or to show that some musical passage could be modeled287

by some surprising mathematical formula, without further grounding their288

analyses in anything like pedagogical practice, contemporaneous theoretical289

thinking, or implicit compositional knowledge. This made me worry that290

the analyses might be exploiting purely coincidental features of music, the291

inevitable and essentially random byproducts of centuries of experimen-292

tation with the same small collection of notes. (Given enough composing293

there is bound to be some brief passage of music that, purely coinciden-294

tally, exemplifies virtually any mathematical pattern.) In my own work I295

have tried to propose broadly applicable concepts which hew closely to the296

implicit knowledge of composers and listeners: I think it is virtually cer-297

tain that composers like Bach or Chopin had a virtuosic knowledge of the298

contrapuntal routes from chord to chord, and that they were manipulat-299

ing something very much like voice leadings as I have defined them. In this300

sense, the theory of voice leading aspires to be compared to Roman Numeral301

analysis in its generality and psychological reality. And this aspiration is302

in turn is motivated by the goal of doing music theory in a way that is303

genuinely explanatory, a music theory that helps us understand why music304

is the way it is.305

3. Canonic Voice Leadings306

Once we have defined voice leadings we can start to theorize about them,307

identifying specific classes of voice leadings that are theoretically or compo-308

sitionally interesting. For example, let us say that a voice leading is canonic309

if it satisfies two criteria: first, it connects two transpositionally related310

chords, and second, it acts as a cycle on the chords’ elements—that is,311

we can number the elements of the first chord such that the voice lead-312

ing sends element 1 to some transposition of element 2, element 2 to some313

transposition of element 3, and so on, all the way up until the last element,314
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which is sent to some transposition of the first.n For instance, consider the315

simple voice leading (C, E, G)!(D, G, B), which we can write as (root,316

third, fifth)!(fifth, root, third). The first criterion is satisfied since the317

voice leading connects two major triads; the second is satisfied since the318

root of the first chord (element 1) is sent to the fifth of the second (element319

2), the fifth of the first chord is sent to the third of the second (element 3)320

and the third is sent to the root. Note that we can consider the C and G321

major chords to be related either by seven-step chromatic transposition or322

four-step diatonic transposition; we’ll emphasize the diatonic interpretation323

in what follows.324

The term “canonic voice leading” might sound paradoxical, since a voice325

leading is something that occurs at a specific instant while a canon is ex-326

tended in time. But our criteria are chosen precisely because we can obtain327

canons by iterating the basic voice-leading pattern. That is, we transpose328

the voice leading so we can apply it to the chord that results from each329

application of the voice leading.o Consider the sequence (C, E, G)!(D,330

G, B)!(F, A, D)!..., which repeatedly sends root to fifth, fifth to third,331

and third to root. Figure 11 shows that this produces a series of ascending332

arpeggios, each a fourth below (or fifth above) its predecessor, with the333

voices combining to produce a series of triadic harmonies.p Note that the334

first pattern cycles through the three triadic inversions, producing 6

4

chords

Fig. 11. The canonical voice leading (C, E, G)!(D, G, B) produces a series of arpeggios
that descend by third.

nObserve that any voice leading will generate a canon as long as we permute the voices
appropriately when applying it to successive chords. The simple canonic voice leadings
considered in this section are special insofar as transposition acts so as to reapply the
voice leading; this means they are harmonically consistent, using only a single type of
sonority.
oSpecial care must be taken when the voice leading can be transposed in multiple in-
equivalent ways from one chord to another (as in our earlier discussion of the tritone),
as only consistent transposition will produce a canon.
pActually, the voice leading in the example is (C, E, G)

�10,3,4
�����!(D, G, B), but that

di↵erence is not important in what follows.
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on the first eighth of every measure.335

Though it is not obvious, the voice leading (C, E, G)!(D, G, B) is336

closely related to two other voice leadings: first, the canonical voice leading337

(C, E, G)
4,3,�7

����!(E, G, C), which layers a static melodic pattern on top338

of itself; and second, the “tripled unison” voice leading (C, C, C)!(E, E,339

E), in which three voices articulate the same chain of ascending thirds in340

parallel unisons and octaves. These canonic voice leadings are allmelodically341

compatible insofar as they can be iterated to produce the same sequence of342

melodic intervals except at one single point; this means we can understand343

them as combining the same melody (an ascending triadic arpeggio) at three344

di↵erent intervals of transposition (t�2

, t
0

, and t�1

, shown in Figure 12). q

Fig. 12. Three canonical voice leadings which each form an ascending melodic triad.

345

qThe top canon in Figure 12 moves its voices by +4, +3, and �10 semitones, while the
second canon moves its voices by +4, +3, and �7; we interpret “the melody” as involv-
ing the shared intervals (4, 3), with the remaining interval representing a nonmelodic
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Alternatively, we can think of the three voice leadings as placing successive346

entries of the arpeggio a third above, a third below, and right on the second347

note of the previous entry. Of the three canonic voice leadings the first348

two are harmonically similar insofar as they produce complete triads as349

vertical sonorities. (The third canon produces the unison as a harmony,350

which is a subset of the triad.) More interestingly, the three together are351

harmonically compatible in the sense that one can shift from one interval352

of repetition to the other while still producing harmonic triads or triadic353

subsets (Figure 13).

Fig. 13. The three canonical voice leadings can be combined to form harmonies that
are triads or triadic subsets.

354

Figure 14 shows Luca Marenzio using these three canonic voice leadings355

in the climactic section of the madrigal “Ahi dispietata, morte!” (1585).356

The music, which occurs over the words “I cannot follow,” plays on a long-357

standing association between canons and the idea of “following,” here dra-358

matizing the speaker’s inability to pursue his dead lover into the afterlife—a359

kind of contrary-to-fact or negative text painting in which the music illus-360

trates what the text acknowledges as impossible. Marenzio heightens the361

musical interest of the passage by adding passing tones to the ascending362

arpeggio and occasionally lengthening the initial note. Switching deftly be-363

tween the first two canonic voice leadings, he avoids the 6

4

chords inherent364

in the first pattern; near the end, he extends the ascending arpeggio from365

three notes to four, layering this new four-note pattern against itself in366

parallel thirds. It took me quite a long time to realize that these extended367

arpeggios, which manifestly embed two separate versions of the basic tri-368

adic pattern, can be interpreted in light of the canonic voice leading in369

transposition to a new starting point. The melodies are “the same” only if we ignore this
nonmelodic transposition.
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Fig. 14. The canonic section of Marenzio’s “Ahi dispietata, morte!”

Figure 12c, squashing multiple voices (and problematic parallels) into a370

single unproblematic voice. Thus the entire passage is constructed from a371

single class of closely related canonic voice leadings. (Whether and in what372

sense Marenzio understood this last point is a fascinating question.) The re-373

sult is a wonderfully intricate image of unsatisfiable desire, a subtle musical374

portrait of the fantasy of death overcome.375

Clearly, these canonic voice leadings work because the triad is an inter-376

nally symmetrical object, a stack of thirds, which is used both horizontally377

and vertically. (That is: the melody arpeggiates the same object that is used378

as the vertical sonority.) Figure 15 translates Marenzio’s canons into a mu-379

sical context that allows harmonic clusters (stacks of seconds) and fourth380

chords (stacks of fourths). These passages come from the sketches to i can-381

not follow, a piece I composed to explore Marenzio’s association between382

canon, “following,” and the desire to escape death. I mention it here to383

show how music theory can help modern composers update the techniques384

of previous eras: a single conceptual journey can begin with analysis, in385

the realization of the marvelous canonical structure inherent in Marenzio’s386

madrigal, progress to theory, and the systematization and generalization387

of his procedures (yielding definitions like “canonic voice leading” and so388

on) and arrive ultimately in a composition. This journey, from analysis to389

creation, provides another glimpse of music theory as I would like to prac-390

tice it, an endeavor lying in the fertile ground between logical reasoning,391
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Fig. 15. Marenzio’s canonic technique generalized to diatonic clusters (top) and fourth
chords (bottom).

creative rehearing, and musical invention.392

Figure 16 shows an even more intricate canon arising from the voice393

leading (D, F], F], A)!(C], E, A, C]). This voice leading connects two394

major triads with doubled third, generating an extension of Marenzio’s395

melodic arpeggio and appearing here with the same passing tones.r The396

rest of the example shows how the canon appears—highly disguised—in397

the last phrase of Bach chorale number 115 (Riemenschneider collection).398

The canonic voice leading appears twice in literal form, taking D to A to E;399

the harmonic rhythm then slows so that each chord lasts for two beats. This400

is accomplished in two di↵erent ways: first by staggering the two ascending-401

third motions so that they occur sequentially, and second by expanding the402

harmonies so that they each last two beats (line 2). (Note that the canon403

occurs over a shifting scalar background successively implying D major,404

A major, E major, and B minor; note also the presence of melodic 4̂–3̂–405

2̂ and bass 6̂–7̂–1̂, both characteristic of Bach’s use of the voice leading.)406

The contrapuntal artistry is all the more remarkable for occurring over a407

pre-existing melody not composed by Bach, and for being tucked away at408

the end of an otherwise ordinary chorale: it is there for those who know409

rNote that to make the canon work one has to consider label the notes in (D, F], F], A)
as 1, 2, 3, 4 and those in (C], E, A, C]) as 2, 4, 1, 3. Labeling the second chord 3, 4, 1,
2 does not produce a canon.
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Fig. 16. The canonic voice leading (A, C], C], E)!(G], B, E, G]) as it appears in
Chorale 115.

to listen, but is utterly inaudible otherwise. Figure 17 provides a second410

passage, from the end of chorale 335, utilizing the same canonic voice-411

leading schema under the same 4̂–3̂–2̂ melody. Having played these pieces412

countless times, I well remember my astonishment when I first realized413

what they were: it was like finding a Renaissance masterpiece frescoed in414

an inaccessible location, a closet or cellar perhaps, and the discovery left415

me happily sleepless—giddy over the thought that the canons might have416

been completely unnoticed since Bach composed them.417
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Fig. 17. The canonic voice leading in Chorale 335.

4. Geometry418

So far, I have been focusing on the relatively simple business of counting419

and theorizing about voice leadings. In part this is because my previous420

work has often been associated with the project of visualizing musical rela-421

tionships, to the point where one might conclude that visualization is the422

main payo↵ for thinking about voice leading. Here I have been trying to423

counteract this impression by showing that there is plenty of work to do424

even when we avoid visualization altogether. Rather, geometry can guide425

us at a conceptual level, for instance by showing how we might reformulate426

the traditional concept of the pitch-class interval using the tangent space,427

or by encouraging us to conceive of voice leadings as “attached” to chords428

rather than as “transformations” to be moved throughout the entirety of429

musical space. Thus geometry is crucial more for its foundational concepts430

than its pictures.431

Nevertheless, it is true and remarkable that we can visualize voice lead-432

ings as vectors or paths in the higher-dimensional “configuration spaces”433

representing all possible voice leadings among all possible n-note chords.434
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These spaces are all twisted higher-dimensional donuts (“tori”) with one435

circular dimension that represents ascending and descending voice leading;436

a complete turn around this dimension produces what musicians call “scalar437

transposition.” The other dimensions, forming an (n�1 dimensional) cross438

section of the space, comprise a “simplex” or “generalized triangle”; chords439

dividing the octave nearly evenly (including major triads and dominant sev-440

enth chords) are found near the center, while uneven chords such as clusters441

are found near the boundaries. Each chord type appears n times in each442

cross sectional slice, corresponding to its n di↵erent “modes” or inversions.443

The boundaries of the simplex are “singularities” that act like mirrors, con-444

taining chords with two or more copies of a single note; for this reason the445

spaces are known as “orbifolds.” Voice leadings (or vectors) can be associ-446

ated with paths in the spaces, allowing us to translate n-voice contrapuntal447

passages into visualizable trajectories whose length represents the “size” of448

the associated voice leading.s By restricting our attention to portions of449

these spaces we can obtain low-dimensional models depicting voice lead-450

ings among chords of interest, even when our chords have a large number451

of notes; indeed, any suitably faithful geometrical model of voice leading452

will inevitably appear as a subregion in one of these universal spaces.453

Since there is no space here to describe these spaces in detail, I will454

instead turn to the philosophy behind their construction. (Interested readers455

are encouraged to consult A Geometry of Music, which explains the spaces456

and uses them in analysis.) One of the principal obstacles to developing a457

true musical geometry was the issue of chordal identity: should a chord like458

{C, C, E, G} with two “copies” of the note C be considered the same or459

di↵erent from {C, E, G}? What about the incomplete chords like {C, G}460

or {C, E}—are they equivalent to each other? Or to the complete C major461

triad? Should three-note chords occupy the same space as two-note chords?462

Intuitively it is not at all obvious how we should answer these questions, and463

di↵erent theorists had di↵erent intuitions about to proceed. Historically,464

this led to a vast parade of graphical models constructed according to a465

range of di↵erent premises, with no clear standards for adjudicating between466

them.467

All of this was clarified by what I think of as the “Golden Rule” of voice-468

leading geometry, namely that every point in the space should represent a469

chord and every path in the space (or every vector) should represent a voice470

sThe size of a voice leading is a suitable function of the lengths of its paths; see AGOM,
Chapter 2.
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leading, with the size of the path corresponding to the size of the voice lead-471

ing. The e↵ect of the Golden Rule was to cut through the jungle of musical472

models, directing attention to the privileged subset that provides faithful473

representations of both harmonic and contrapuntal structure. Surprisingly,474

some popular music-theoretical models failed this test (including the vener-475

able “Tonnetz”), while other seemingly similar models (including Douthett476

and Steinbach’s “Cube Dance” [2]) passed. Not only did the Golden Rule477

suggest abandoning the former group, it also helped provide a deeper under-478

standing of those that remained—showing for instance that many of these479

graphs had a circular dimension representing scalar transposition. Finally,480

the Golden Rule gave answers to the questions in the preceding paragraph,481

for it turned out to be impossible to satisfy when we considered {C, C, E,482

G} or {C, E} to be equivalent to {C, E, G}.483

The issue here is that constructing a musical geometry is in some sense484

trivial; all you need to do is assign an arbitrary but coherent geometrical485

structure to an arbitrary collection of musical objects and you are done.486

What is not trivial is to construct a geometry that faithfully reflects deep487

properties of genuine musical interest. The remarkable feature of the voice-488

leading spaces is precisely the isomorphism between points and chords, voice489

leadings and vectors (or paths), scales and measures of musical distance,490

length and voice-leading size—a kind of dictionary allowing us to move491

back and forth between musically interesting ideas and well-established492

geometry. To understand this dictionary it was necessary first to clarify the493

concept of voice leading, and in this sense geometrization and voice leading494

were inseparable.495

Having used the voice leadings to define a geometry, we can reverse496

the direction of the argument, using geometry to augment our conception497

of voice leading. For example, one might wonder whether it is possible to498

extend the definition of voice leading from chords to chord types—that is,499

groups of chords related by transposition. (These are categories such as500

“the major chord in general” rather than “C major in particular”; they501

are sometimes called “transpositional set classes.”) We have fairly clear502

intuitions about voice leading in the context of particular major chords,503

but very little idea how to apply these intuitions to major chords in the504

abstract. What is the analogue, for chord types, of the voice leading where505

a major triad moves to a minor triad by lowering its root? O↵hand, it is506

not even clear that the question is well-defined.507

Once the geometrical approach is in hand, however, we can move for-508

ward. The key is again the Golden Rule: if we can use our geometry to509
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construct a space of chord types, then we can hope that paths in this510

new space will be reasonable candidates for the role of “voice leadings be-511

tween chord types.” Happily, the space of chord types is obtained from the512

space of chords through the straightforward geometrical operation of pro-513

jection (a kind of “gluing together” of all transpositionally-related chords514

so as to eliminate a dimension). This is illustrated in the two-dimensional515

case by Figure 18, which shows that two voice leadings will project to the516

same line-segment in chord-type space if we can relate them by indepen-517

dently transposing their two chords. Thus for example the voice leading (C,518

D)!(B, D]) can be transformed into (D, E)!(D, F]) by transposing the519

first chord by two semitones while transposing the second chord by three.520

(If we were to allow the voices to glide from the first chord to the second,521

the two voice leadings would pass through exactly the same sequence of522

chord types along the way.) Hence they represent the same “voice leading523

between chord types,” here a major second and major third.
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Fig. 18. The voice leadings (C, D)!(B, D]) and (D, E)!(D, F]) can be transformed
into each other by independent transposition and hence represent the same voice leading
between the chord-types “major second” and “major third.”
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So it turns out that a “voice leading between chord types” can be iden-524

tified with a collection of voice leadings between chords of the form525

(T
x

(C), T
x

(D))
y,2+y

����! (T
x+y

(C), T
x+y

(E)) (4.1)

for any numbers x and y. In A Geometry of Music I argue that voice-526

leadings between chord types can help us understand the voice-leading527

possibilities between chords, revealing relationships that might otherwise528

be inaccessible. Figure 19, for instance, shows a passage where Stravinsky529

alternates between two kinds of “Viennese fourth chords,” with the top530

note of the pattern arpeggiating a pair of triads. These voice leadings are531

equivalent to highly e�cient voice-leadings connecting inversionally related532

chords [AGOM, §2.9.2]. Stravinsky’s music uses this basic relationship to533

create a passage in which all voices move almost in parallel rather than534

by a minimal amount (i.e. “almost zero”) [9]. This is an inventive way of535

utilizing e�cient voice leading, one that is characteristic of the surprisingly536

cerebral Rite of Spring.

Fig. 19. The voice leadings just before R66 in Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring, shown on the
top sta↵, are the same voice leadings (in chord-type space) as the e�cient voice leadings
in the bottom sta↵.

537

5. Conclusion538

Why should we study voice leading? Because there is a huge amount of539

structure to be found.540

On the atomic level, there is the tendency for certain progressions to541

be realized by certain voice leadings (Section 2). More generally, we can542

make observations about counterpoint that can be useful pedagogically or543

in automated composition. (For instance, it is interesting to know that544

Bach uses the most e�cient voice leading between chords roughly 45% of545

the time, and that these maximally e�cient voice leadings typically occur546
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in the upper voices while the bass tends to leap.) Still more generally, there547

are species of voice leading, such as canonic voice leadings, that a↵ord548

interesting compositional possibilities. But this is just the tip of the iceberg:549

with the study of voice leading still in its infancy, there are vast territories550

yet to be discovered.551

Broadly speaking, it seems to me that there are at least five kinds of552

projects to pursue. The first is to describe what might be called “default” or553

“routine” voice-leading structure, the patterns that occur in normal musical554

contexts where voice leading is not the particular focus of attention. Hence555

we can ask questions like “how does Bach typically resolve the V7 chord?”556

or “how did the treatment of the leading tone change over the 16th and557

17th centuries?” or “to what extent do di↵erent composers utilize the most558

e�cient voice leadings available to them?” The answers can help delimit559

the unconcious backdrop of compositional competence—a kind of implicit560

knowledge deployed unreflectively, the shared fabric of common musical561

practice.562

A second strategy is to use voice-leading facts to try to explain features563

of this background. For instance, in A Geometry of Music, I observed that564

voice-leading distance seems to correlate with the modulation frequency in565

the following sense: the most common modulatory destinations are precisely566

those whose associated scales are closest (by voice leading) to the scales of567

the initial key. If this is true, it suggests that composers’ implicit concep-568

tion of key distance may have been informed by scalar distances—distances569

that would be internalized through countless hours of exploration and im-570

provisation. I also noted that voice-leading relationships may help explain571

the grammar of functional harmony (see AGOM §7.2) as well as the preva-572

lence of certain kinds of sequences (§7.3). Similarly, in unpublished work,573

I have used voice-leading models to try to explain some of the idiomatic574

progressions of contemporary rock. Here the tactic is to use voice-leading575

relationships to explain otherwise inexplicable musical structure.576

Third, and even more generally, we can use voice-leading to try to out-577

line or delineate the space of musical styles satisfying certain very general578

constraints. For instance, in A Geometry of Music, I ask “under what condi-579

tions can harmonically similar chords be linked by e�cient voice leading?”580

The goal is to show that certain very general musical properties constrain581

each other in nontrivial ways, so that abandoning one (e.g. avoiding con-582

sonant sonorities) may force us to abandon others (e.g. connecting audibly583

similar chords using e�cient voice leading). This is not meant to restrict584

composers’ behavior so much as it is to clarify the implications of compo-585
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sitional choices—that is, to help musicians avoid the situation where they586

are trying to satisfy inherently incompatible goals.587

Fourth, there is the project of deepening our pre-existing theoretical588

concepts. Section 1 observed that modulation can be understood as in-589

volving voice leading between scales; Section 2 used voice-leading data to590

complicate the Schenkerian interpretation of IV!I as a “neighboring pro-591

gression.” Elsewhere, Clifton Callender, Ian Quinn, and I have used voice592

leading to reinterpret more technical theoretical concepts from contour to593

chord similarity [1]. These are all cases where the theory of voice leading594

can tell us something new about older theoretical ideas.595

Fifth and finally, we can study those moments where voice-leading takes596

center stage, becoming the main focus of compositional attention. The 19th597

century provides the most familiar examples, with Romantic composers of-598

ten departing from functional harmonic routines to explore e�cient voice599

leading in chromatic space—and often in stunningly systematic ways. (Sim-600

ilar claims can be made for earlier composers such as Gesualdo.) I have601

argued that 20th-century composers extended this practice to the scalar602

domain, exploring close connections between scales such as the whole-tone,603

the acoustic, and the octatonic. But Section 3 demonstrated that we can604

find analogous passages even in relatively diatonic music; indeed, inventive605

use of voice leading can be found almost throughout the entirety of the606

Western tradition, from the polyphonic masses of the early Renaissance to607

The Rite of Spring and beyond. Here perhaps is the biggest payo↵ of the608

theory of voice leading, which gives us systematic descriptions of elaborate609

and beautiful structures previously known only in an embodied, intuitive610

fashion.611
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